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Summary of Flnahcing Order 

Under Assembly Bill 1890 (AB 1890), electric corporations can request to finance 

a portion of their transition costs through the issuance of securities known as rate 

reduction bonds (RRBs). The revenue requirement reduction produced by the RRBs will 

provide residential and small commercial electric custon\ers with a 10% rate reduction 

through the rate-freeze period established by Public Utilities (PU) Code Section 368(a). 

The Commission finds that the issuance of RRBs, coupled with a 10% rate 

reduction for residential and small con\mercial customers (a snlall con\metcial customN 

is defined by PU Code Section 331 (h) as one whose maXimUil\ peak demand is less than 

20 kilowatts) beginning on January 1, 1998, and continuing through the rate-freeze 

period" will lower rates residential and small commercial customers would have paid if 

this financing order \"'ere not adopted. Therefore, subject to confirmation in an issuance 

advice Jetter that the structure and pricing terms for the RRBs result in net present value 

benefits" the Commission authorizes San Diego Gas & Electric COJi\pany's (SDG&E~s) 

participation in the transaction described in. its application. Upon issuance of RRBs, the 

Commission requires SDG&E to provide a 10% rate reduction (from June to" 1996 rates 

as adjusted by SDG&E on Febmary 1,1997) to residential and sinaU commercial 

customers on January 1, 1998, to remain in effect for the remainder of the rafe-freeze 

periOd. In the event that SDG&E concludes that RRBs, cannot be issued in time to 

commence the rate reduction (or January ), 1998, we expect SDG&E to so advise the 

Commission, and submit a revised application (or approval of a cost rC<'ovcry pJan that 

accompJishes the 10% rate reduction by January I, 1998. This financing order will 

become effective only after SDG&E files with the Commission its written consent to all 

terms and conditions of this financing order. 

Statutory Overview 

On September 1:3, 1996~ Governor Wilson signed into Jaw a comprehensive 

electric industry restructuring bill, AB 1890. Among other things, AB 1890 added Article 

5.5 to the PU Code (PU Code §§ 840-847) to authorize electrical corporations to recover 

certain. transition costs (Financed Transition Costs) through the issuance of a new type 
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of asset-backed security (ABS), known as RRBs! SDG&E was required to apply to the 

Commission (or a financing order no later than June I, 1997. (PU Code § 841 (a).) 

If the Commission approves an application for a financing order, AB 1890 

requires residential and small commercial customers to repay the principal, interest and 

related costs of the RRBs through ~parate, nonbypassable charges called fixed 

transition amounts (FTA) charges. FfA charges are generally defined in AS 1890 as the 

nonbypassable rates authorized by the CommiSsion in a financing order to recover the 

costs oC providing, recovering, financing or refinancing transition costs, including the 

costs oC issuing, servicing and retiring RRBs. Residential and small commercial 

customers will pay the FfA charges as a usage-based, cents-per-kilowatt-hour 

component of their monthly bills. 

AB 1890 designates the right to be paid the nonbypassable PTA charge revenues 

that will be collected from residential and small commercial customers as an irrevocable 

property right. This property right is defined in AS 1890 as transition property. Upon 

the issuance of RRBs, the right to recover FfA charges is irrevocable, and cannot be 

rescinded by either the Commission or the State of California. 

AB 1890 also requires the establishment of a true-up n\cchaniSJit to periodically 

adjust the PTA charges to ensure that they remain sufficient to recover, in a tim~ly 

manner, the scheduled RRB principal, including an overcollateraJization amollnt, 

interest and ongoing costs (hereinaftef, FTA charge True-Up t>.1echanism). 

AB 1890 prOVides for the RRBs to be issued by the California Infrastructure and 

Economic Development Bank (lnfr"slruchue Bank), one or more special-purpose trusts 

(SPT) that are authorized by and subject to the oversight of the Infrastnlclure Bank, Of 

another financing entity (Issuer) approved by the Infrastructure Bank. SDG&E has 

lAB 1890 g~neraHy ddines transition costs as the costs and categories of costs (or generation
related assets and obligalions, consisting of generation facililies, generation-related regulatory 
assets, nudear seU1eOlents, and power purchase agreements that ma}t become un('(ononUc as a 
result of a conlpetitive generation market. Transition costs also include the cost o( refinancing 

Footnote (OlllimlCd 01l1lt'.\II1[lgt 
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submitted applications to the Infrastructure Bank for approval of the Issuer, and for 

approval of the terms and conditions of the RRB transaction. 

Rate Reduction Bo"d Transaction 

Proposed Structure o.f the Transaction 

SDG&E has provided a general description of the transaction structure in 

its application and prepared testimony. This proposed structure is subject to 
modification, depertding upon marketing of the RRBs and negotiations with the 

nationally recognized credit rating agencics, which will be asked to rate the RRBs. The 

final stntcture \vill be determined by the Infrastructure Bank and the Issuer at the time 

the RRBs are marketed and after input from the rating agencies and the unden"'riters.2 

As desaibed in SDG&E's application, the principal asset to be used to 

support the RRBs is transition property. SOC&E will forn\ a Special Purpose Entit}· 

(SPE), a bankruptcy-remote business entity, wholly-owned by SDG&E, and will 

contribute equity (approximately ~% of the total RRB principal amount) to it. SDG&E 

will transfer the transition property to the SPE. 

The SPE will issue debt securities (SPE Debt Securities). The debt 

securities will either be RRBs, or will be pledged (or and will substantially mirror the 

terms and conditions of the RRBs issued by another financing entity.' The transition 

property, the equity of the SPE, and the rights of the SPE will be pledged as <:ollateral to 

secure the SPE Debt Securities. 

The Issuer wiJI issue RRBs to investors in the form of notes or certificates 

representing beneficial ownership interests in the SPE Debt Securities. The RRBs may be 

or reliring of debt or equity capital of an electrical corporalionl and associated federal and slate 
tax liabilities. (PU Code § 840(1).) 
JThe Commission has tradilionaUy allowed utilities flexibility as to the structure of debt issued. 
While this decision docs not authorize the issuance of debt of SDG&E, the Commission's 
decision in this application is consistent with that precedent. 
, The SPE tNbt S«urities may bear a fixed rate of interest and the RRBs may bear a floating rate 
of interesl, wilh the diffccence covered by a swap contract. 
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secured by a statutory lien on the transition property to the extent provided by the PU 

Code. It is anticipated that the RRBs wi1l be issued in a (€\v large transactions, and that 

each issuance may have several dasst's. The longest term bonds will have expected 

repayment terms of approximately tcn years, with legal maturities up to three years 

beyond the expected repayment te~m. If the RRBs ate issued by a financing entity other 

than the SPB, the proceeds from the issuance "fiJI be transferred from the Issuer to the 

SPE, which will then transfer such proceeds to SDG&E in consideration for the transfer 

of the transition pioperty. f( the RRBs are issued directly by the SPB, the SPE will then 

transfer such proceeds to SDG&E in consideration for the transfer of the transition 

property. 

Timing of Transaction and Amount of Financed Transition Costs 

In order to commenCe the rateteduction on January 1, 1998, SDG&E must 

also t('('cive nc<cssary approvals from the Infrastructure Bank. Assuming the other 

contingencies described in SDG&E's application have been resolved, and market 

conditions are such that the transaction provides a sufficient revenue requirement 

reduction to support a 10% rate reduction during the rate·frceze period and to result in 

net present value benefits, the SPE Debt Securities and RRBs will be issued in the fourth 

quarter of 1997. J( S~&E concludes that RRBs ~annot be issued in time to commence 

the rate reduction on January 1, 1998, we expect SDG&E to so advise the Commission 

by leiter to the Executive Director, indicaling how SDG&E proposes to proceed 

(including. if appropriate, a revised application (or approval of a cost recovery plan). 

Amount of Financed Transition Costs 

To authorize recovery of transition costs through the proposed (inancing, 

we note that the tr.lnsition costs referred to in PU Code § 841(a) are defined in PU Code 

§ 840(1). The uneconomic costs described in PU Code § 367 include transilion costs. 

SDG&E's application dO{'s not include the costs of refinandng or retiring of debt or 

equiW referred to in the last sentence o( PU Code § 840(1). Requ~sts, if any, (or r~o\'ery 

of uneconomic costs pursuant to PU Code Section 367 wiH be made in another 

proceeding. 
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lhe estimate of total une<:onomic costs pursuant to PU Code Se<:tion 367 is 

sufficiently large to warrant issuancc of the RRBs in the requested amounts. SDG&E 

estimates transition costs to be as much as four limes grcater than the aggregate 

principal amount of the proposed issuance of RRBs. Most of lllle<:onomic transition 

costs (including qualifying facility capadty prices and nuclear sunk costs) are neither in 

dispute in proceedings pursuant to PU Code Se<:tiort 367, nor sensitivc to markct prices. 

Thus, the Commission concludes that transition costs in sufficient amounts currently 

exist. Any concern regarding the sufficiency of available transition costs is mitigated by 

the fact that if such estimates arc in error, the rate-freeze period wiJI end early and 

residential and small comnlercial customers will re<:eivc credit for any excess savings 

produced by the financing through the ratemaking mechanisms set forth in SDG&E~s 

application and discussed in this financing order. 

SDG&B is authorized to recover a portion of its transition costs from the 

proceeds of SPE Debt Securities and RRBs in an aggregate principal amount of up to 

$800 million, as neccssary to provide the 10% rate reduction to residential and snlall 

commercial customers. In determining the appropriate size of initial issuances, SDG&E 

shall use the bond sizing model presented in its prepared testimony in this proceeding 

as applied to the structurc and terms of RRBs actually issued and described in one or 

more issuance advicc leller. Issuance advke letters shall be<:ome eUcctive five business 

days after filing. The form of issuance advice letter in Appendix A to this financing 

order shall be used. 

In addition, as is described below, higher than currently forecasted sales 

to residential and small commercial customers during the rate-freeze period (ould lead 

to the need to issue RRBs in addition to those reflected in the initial issuance. Such 

additional issuances are authorized, up to the aggregate total amount of $800 million (to 

the extent not included in the initial issuance of RRBs) and shall be initiated during the 

rate-freeze period based on SDG&E's assessment of whether the re\'enue requirement 

reduction resulting (rom the RRB tr(msaction (as measured by the Rate Reduction Bond 

l>.iemorandum Account) is adequate to support the 10% rate reduction o\'cr the rate-
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freeze period. These issuances, if nccde(t shaH be implemented and reflected in FfA 

charges by future issuance advice letter filings. Conversely, if the revenue requirement 

reduction produced by the RRB transaction exceeds the amount needed lor the 10% rate 

reducliolll residential and small commercial customers will rffeive the eXcess amounts 

reflffted in the Rate Reduction Bond Memorandum Account~ plus interest as discussed 

below, after the rate-freele period ends, through an adjustment to rates. 

Issuance Costs 

In accordance with PU Code § 840{d), "the costs of providing, recovering, 

financing, or refinancing the transition costs through a plan approved by the 

commission in the financing order, including the costs of issuing, servicing, and retiring 

rate reduction bonds" are recoverable through the FTA charges. Thus, SDG&E proposes 

to finance such costs by the issuance of RRBs. SDG&E estimates the issuance costs 

-associated with the transaction to be apprOXimately $7 million, Or less than one percent 

of the RRB issuance amount. These costs include unden\'riters fccs and expenses, legal 

fees, rating agency fees, Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) registration iees, 

accounting fees, trustees (ees, Infrastructure Bank fees, printing fees and miscellaneous 

costs.' These costs will be rffovered by SDG&E in the RRB transaction and will be paid 

out of the proceeds of the issuance of the RRBs, or to the extent prior payment is 

required, wj)] be paid by SDG&E, as seller and servicer under the transaction 

documel\ts (or the RRBs, and reimbursed through the proceeds of the RRBs. \Ve shall 

limit the aggregate costs o( issuance to $7 million (or the firs.-$71O million aggregate 

principal amount of RRBs and 1% (or the next $90 million aggregate principal amount 

of RRBs. Any (osts that are approved by the Infr.lslructure Bank or STO shall be paid 

prior to costs that are not subject to approval by the Infrastructure Bank or STO. 

I The Infrastructure Bank or State Treasurers' OUiee (Sf 0) will approve bond counsel fees, 
underwriter (~s, underwriter counSel fees, bond trustee fees, Infrastructure Bank fees, rating 
agency (ees, SEC registration (ees, printing fees, and olher eXp<'nS('S related to the sale of the 
RRBs to which the Infrastructure Bank or SIO is a parly. 
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Ongoing Transaction Costs 

The primary ongoing transaction cost will be the servicing fee paid to 

SOC&B or a substitute sCf\'icer for servicing the RRBs. In order to support the SPE~s 

legal status separate and apart from SDG&E, the servicing fee paid to SDG&E must be 

market-based. The servicing fee will be a part of the servicing agreement and will be 

included in the determination of the J.TA charges. 

The full amount of the market-based servicing fee will be included in the 

FT A charges. However, as long as SDG&E is servicer, SDG&E proposes a ratemaking 

mechanism which will provide a credit, after the rate-freeze period" to residential and 

small commercial ratepayers in SDG&E's Rate Reduction Bond Memorandum Account 

equal in value to any amounts it te<'eives as compensation l excepting only amounts 

needed to (over incremental, out-of-pocket costs and expenses incurred by SDG&E to 

service the RRBs. These types of expenses would include tequired audits related to 

SDG&E's 'role as servicer, and legal and accounting fees related to the servidng 

obJigation. Thus" the only net raten\aking impact will be such incremental expel\SCs. To 

the extent these expenses occur, and are included in the adjusted Ff A ~hargcs, they 

may be reviewed in a subsequent SDG&E Revenue Allocation Proceeding or suc~essor 

raternaking proceeding. 

It is anticipated that there will be a small amount of additional, ongOing 

~osts associated with the RRB transaction, such as trustees fees and other administrative 

costs. These costs will also be recovered through the FT A charges. 

FTA Charges 

To facilitate the tr.lnsaction, the Commission will ensure that residential 

and sm<ln commercial customer rates necessary to repay the R{{Bs, i.t., ITA charges, are 

implemented when the RRBs <lre issued and that expeditious procedures arc adopted to 

establish and to adjust FTA charges. Therefore, five business days in advance of 

issuance of the RRBs, SDG&E is authorized to file an issuance advice letter with the 

Commission. There may be more than one RRB issuance, and a separate issu<lncc advice 

letler will be necessary (or each. The issuance advice letter will describe the actual 
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structure of the RRB transaction it covers, as approved by the Infrastructure Bank, the 

total principal amount and the pricing of RRBs being issued under its terms. It will also 

describe the PTA charges associated with the RRB issuance to be reflected in SDG&E's 

tariffs, which will be calculated using the methodology and formulas proposed in 

SDG&E's application as adopted in this financing order based on market conditions at 

the time the RRBs arc priced. To confirm that the actual terms of the RRBs are forecast 

to result in 100\,et rates for residential and small commercial customers than without the 

RRBs at the time the RRRs arc issued, the Commission will require SDG&E to provide a 

net present value calculation of such benefits, using the methodology contained in 

SDG&E's prepared testin\onYI applied to the actual structure and terms of the RRBs in 

the issuance advice letters. So long as the terms and structure result in positive net 

present value benefits, SDG&E is authorized to undertake the RRB transaction. 

The PTA charges for residential and small conu')\ercial customers, 

calculated using the methodology contained in SDG&E's prepared testimony, shall 

become effective five business days after the issuance ad\'ke letter is moo. This 

procedure is reasonable becausc the bond sizing model and the PTA charge calcu]ations 

ha\'e been examined and found reasonable in this proceeding and becausc SDG&E will 

use the pro forma issuance advice letter contained in Appendix A to this financing 

order. TIle transition property relating to the FfA charges will then constitute a current 

property right, as required for the issuance of the RRBs, and will continuously exist 

thereafter for all purposes. 

SDG&E (or a substitute scrvicer) will remit FfA charges collected during 

the prior month to a trustee (the Trustee) appointed under an indenture or pooling and 

servicing agreement in connection with the related tr.u,sitioll property. The Trustee will 

deposit theS(' remittances to a collection account. Once each quarter, the Trustee will 

release money from the COl1e(lion account to pay servicing compensation and the other 

SPE and Trustee expenses, as well as accrued interest and principal in respect of the SPE 

Debt Sc<urities and the RRBs. 
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FTA charges will be set at a level intended to re<:over scheduled interest 

and principal on the RRBs, in accordance with the amortization schedule for the RRBs 

determined at the time of issuance, plus an oVeIcollateraHzaHon amount as well as 

related financing costs and fees, including servicing fees, based on assumptions 

including sales forecasts, charge-ofls, and lags between PTA charge bitting and 

collection. If SPE Debt Securities and RRBs arc redeemed prior to the scheduled 

maturity dates in connection with a sale of transition property by the Trustee upon an 

event of default, or in connection with the exercise of an optional "dean-up" call, FTA 

charges will be set as if the SPE Debt Securities and RRBs remained outstanding to their 

scheduled malurity. The FfA charges shall remain in effect until the owner of the 

transition property, or its assigncc, has receh'ed FTA charges sulfident 10 cover Ihe 

o\'crcollateraHzation amount, and to pay the principal amount, plus interest and other 

ongoing costs. 

During the rate-freeze period, FT A charges will not increase residential 

and small commetdal custon\ers' rates. This will be accomplished by reducing residual 

competition transition charges (CTCs) by an amount ~ual to the FT A charges so that 

total rates, which reflect the 10% rate reduction, are not impacted by this additional 

charge during the rate-freeze period. Other cllstomers' rates are subject to the June 10, 

1996 (as adjusted by SDG&n on February I, 1997) total rate level freeze during the rate

freeze period. Alter the rate-freeze period, the FfA charges will be added to residential 

and small commerdal customers' rates until the RRBs are retired, as is contemplated by 

AB 1890. 

FTA Charge True-Up MechanIsm 

Although this financing order and the designated Ff A charges are 

irrevocabJe, the Commission must approve adjllstments to the f<TA charges as 

necessary to ensure timely re<:overy of all transition costs that are the subject of this 

financing order, as well as the costs of capital associated with the provision, recovery, 

financing, or refinancing of transition costs, including costs of issuing, servicing, credit 

enhancing (including through ovcrcoUateralization as a cost of financing), and retiring 
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the RRBs. (PU Code § MI(e).) As is provided for in A8 1890. the Commission must 

establish a procedure for the expeditious approval of periodic adjustments to the Ff A 

charges. (PU Code § 84 1 (e).) 

SDG&E proposes to adjust FfA charges by an PTA charge True-Up 

Mechanism at least annually to keep actual principal amortization in line with the 

expected schedule which is established at the time of oifering. The calculation will 

reflect the debt service revenue requirement. To the extent there ate any previous 

under- Or over-payments to the Trustee, the revised. FTA charges wiJI beestabJished to 

return the outstanding balan<:e of the RRBs to the originally projected balance within 12 

months of the adjustment. 

SDG&E's proposed PTA charge adjustment mechanisms are consistent 

with A8 1890 and are reasonable. The fOrms Of advice letters tor both the annual and 

the quarterly routine FfA charge True-Up Me<hanlsms are included in Appendix A to 

this financing order. 

ROuUne FTA Charg& True·Up Mechanism 

As servker, SDG&E shall file routine True-Up Mechanism advke 

leners annually, at least 15 days before the end of the calendar year} with the option of 

filing quarterly routine True-Up Mechanism advice letters, if needed. SDG&E may lile a 

routine FTA chttrge True-Up Mechanism advke letter at least 15 days bcf6re the end of 

any calendar quarter (including calendar year end)} with the resulting changes to the 

FfA charges to be effective on the first day of the next calendar quarter. For these 

adjustments, the trued-up PTA charges will be calculated using the methodology 

described in SDG&E's prepared testimony, based on updated lorec.\sts of kWh sales, 

uncoHec:tibles, and the timing of coJledions if necessary. 

SDG&E proposes to adjust the PTA charges at least annuany} and 

as often as quarterly with a trigger mechanism based on a specified variance between 

the actual principal balance (based on the amounts actually received by the Trustee) and 

the projected principal balance. The aclual criteria (or the qtiarterJy true-ttl' trigger arc 

to be established in the servicing agreement, based on input (com rating agencies. At a 
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minimurn, there will be a required annual adjustment to track the expeded dedine in 

FTA charges over time as interest charges decrease with declining amounts of principal 

outstanding. 

NOnroutfne FTACharge True-Up MechanIsm 

As SDG&E points out} it is not possible at this time to anticipate all 

eventualities that might require an adjustment to the formulas used to calculate ¥fA 

charges. Therefore .. SDG&E ma}, also request non routine changes to the FfA charges, as 

is necessary to ensure the timely re(overy of RRB principal) including an 

overcollateralization amount., and interest. These nonroutine Ff A charge True-Up 

advice letters must be filed at least 90 days before the end of a calendar quarter} with 

the resulting changes to be effective on the first day of the next calendar quarter. In 

contrast to the i~uance advice letters and the routine true-up adjustment mechanisn'l, 

these filings may require a Commission resottllion because such filings may involve 

changes to the basic FTA charge calculation methodology contained in SDG&E's 

prepared testimony. The Energy Division will advise SDG&E by the 45th day after 

SDG&E files a nonroutine FfA charge True-Up Mechanism advice letter i( there arc any 

n\odifications to the calculation methodology the Energy Division believes are 

necessary. If the Energy Division and SDG&E cannol resoh'c any differences, then the 

Con\mission will issue a resolution to decide any issues. However, the Commission will 

issue such a resolution before the 90·day period has elapsed. In the absence of notice by 

the COI'l\n\ission that the Energy Division believes modifications to the calculation 

methodology are nC(essary,SDG&E will be authorized to implement the FfA charge 

adjustments it has proposed in its nonroutine True-Up Mechanism advice leHer on the 

90th day after the filing. 

Determination of Naed for FTA Charge Adjustment on 
Anniversary 0' FinancIng Order 

AD 1890 requires the Commission to determine, on each 

anniversary dale of the issuance of the financing order, whether the FTA charges need 

to be adjusted. (PU Code § 8 11 (e).) Therefore, at least 15 days before each anniversary 
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date of the issuance of this financing order, SOC&E will file an FTA charge Tme-Up 

advice letter stating whether an adjustment to the FfA charges is necessary. The 

Commission will make the appropriate finding on the anniversary date, with any 

necessary changes to be approved within 90 days of the financing order anniversary 

date. Due to administrative conven.ience, and the other adjustment oplions authorized 

herein, it is expected that SDG&E will avail itself of annual and quarterly routine and 

nonroutine FfA charge True-Up Mechanisms, if pOssible, to place into e((e(t all 

net:cssary adjustments to the FfA charges. 

Transition Property 

Transition property is contemplated to be transferred to an SPE, 

bankruptcy-remote from SDG&E, which then will issue SPE Debt 5e(urities t6 the 

Issuer. These structural elei'llents are expected to enable the RRBs to receive a credit 

rating superior to SDG&E's. The transition properly used to secure the RRBs will be a 

property right created by AB 1890. (PU Code § 841(1).} lhus, the Commission finds that 

upon the c((ective date of each issuance advke letter associated with this financing 

order, all of the transition properly identified in such advice leller constitutes a current 

properly right and shall thereafter continuous1y exist as property for all purposes. The 

transition property shall, without limitation, include (1) the right, title and interest in 

and to the FT A charges set forth in the issuance advice lett~r, as adjusted from time to 

lime, (2) the right to be paid the total amount set (orth in the issuance advice letter, 

(3) the right, title and interest in and to all revenues, collections, claims, payments, 

money, or proceeds of or arising from the FT A charges, and (4) the right, title and 

interest in and to all rights to obtain adjustments to the FTA charges under the PTA 

charges True-Up Mechanism. 

In addition, in accordancc with AS 1890, the Commission finds that the 

holders of the trilllsilion property arc entitled to r('(over PTA charges in amounts equal 

to the scheduled principal amounts for the SPE Debt Securities (which will equal the 

scheduled principal payment amounts for the RRBs), all interest therron, the 

overcol1ateraJizalion amount and all related f('('s, costs and ('xpcnses. 

- 12-
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Sare of Transition Property to the SPE 

The Commission approves the sare by SDG&E of the transition property 

identified in issuance advice letters to one or more SPEs, and finds that upon approval 

by the Infrastructure Dank, such SPEs constitute financing entities for all purpoSt'S of AD 

1890. Upon the sale of the transition property identified in an issuance advke leiter to 

the SPE, the SPE will have all of the rights originally held by SDG&E with respect to the 

transition property, including, without limitation, the right to exercise any and all rights 

and remedies to collect any amounts payable by any customer in respect of the 

transition property, notwithstanding any objection or direction to the contrary by 

SDG&E. Any payment by any such customer to the SPE shall discharge the customer's 

obligations in respect of the transition property to the extent of the paycllcnt, 

notwithstanding any objection or direction to the contrary by SDG&E. 

By means of this financing order, the Comn\ission approves the sale of 

transition property created by an issuan~e advice letter from SDG&E to the SPE 

identified in the related issuance advke tetter. The Commission also finds that any such' 

SPE is, to the extent so approved by the Infrastructure Bank, a financing entity as 

defined by AB 1890. 

Issuance and Transfer of SPE Debt Securitlt)s. and Issuance of ARBs 

The Commission approves the issuance by any such SPE of SPE Debt 

Securities, on terms approved by the Infrastructure Bank, with the terms to mirror 

substantially the terms of the RRBs, to the Issuer identified in the issuance advice letter. 

The Commission also approves any such SPE's pledging of its right, title and interest in 

and to the transition property as security (or its SPE Debt Securities. 

The ComJnission approves the issuance by any such Issuer o( RRBs, on 

terms authorized by the Infrastructure Bank. The Commission also approves any such 

Issuer's pledging of its right, title and interest in and to its SPE Debt Securities, and all 

security therefor, as security for the Issuer's RRBs if the RRBs are issued as debt 

securities. 

- 13-
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Rate Reduction Authorization 

Contingent upon ti!llely and sufficient issuance of RRBs, the Commission 

requires SDG&E to provide a 10% rate reduction from June 10, 1996 (aos adjusted by 

Srx;&E on Febnaary I, 1997) rate levels to its residential and small commercial eJectric 

customers, consistent with our dec~sion (D.) 96-12-077 and SDG&E/s cost recovery plan 

approved thereby. Subject to these conditions, the rate reduction is to go into effect on 

January 1, 1998, and to remain in effect tor the remahtder of the rate-freeze period, i.e., 

until Commission-authorized uneconomic costs pursuant to PU Code Section 367 have 

been fully recovered, but no later than March 31,2002. (D. 96-12-077, pp. 9, 35.) 

Eligibility 

The rate reduction applies to residential and small commercial customers 

as "defined by AB 1890. For this purpose, SDG&E's eligible customers include all of its 

residential customers. They also indudeall ofSDG&E's commercial customers 

described in Ordering Paragraph 17 of this financing order. 

Prevention of FT A Charge Bypass 

Customers subjed to the FfA charges who subsequently discontinue or 

reduce purchases of electricity supply and delivery services from SDG&E or any 

successor distribution utility, purchase or consume electricity supplied and delivered by 

sources other than SDG&E or any successor distribution utility, and remain physically 

loc<lted at the same location or are located within the historical service territory of 

SDG&E or any successor distribution utility (depatting ctlstomers) will continue to be 

responsible for paying the FTA charges. In assessing the PTA charges for departing 

customers, SIX.;&E proposes to apply similar nonbypassability provisions as applic .. lble 

to eTC (or departing load customers.' SDG&E1s proposal for collecting erc from 

departing customers is described in SDG&E's CTC Application (A.) 96-08-072). SDG&E 

~c ere cx('mptions specified in AB 1890 (or «'rlain irrigation districts and (or lood served by 
onsite generation a(IN June 30, 2000 will not apply to the FfA charges. 
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is authorized to include comparable tariff provisions to ensure the FfA charges are 

nonbypassable. 

Ratepayer Bene-fits 

SDG&E evaluated whether residential and small commercial customers can be 

expected to benefit (rom the RRB transaction (assuming a 10-year amortization with 

level principal payment obligations, and financing $710 million of transition costs) and 

associated 10% rate reduction. SDG&E did so by comparing the net present value of 

(1) the amount these ratepayers could be expected to pay in rates with the RRBs and 

rate reduction in place to (2) the amount they could be expected to pay without the 

RRBs and rate reduction. In our companion decision today, D.97~09-054, we determined 

that the rates for purpose of the second clause of the previous sentenCe Me the rates in 

effect as of June 10, 1996 (as adjusted by SDG&E on Pebru<\ry 1,1997). 

01\ a net present value basis, using a discount tate of 10%, SDG&B expects the 

RRB transaction and 10% rate reduction to result net present value benefits of 

approximately $100 million. Based on this evidence, the Commission finds that the 

issuance of RRBs of ten-year expected (inal maturity and the impleinentation of the 

associated 10% rate reduction during the rate~(rcezc period will lower rates {or 

residential and small commercial customers as is (ontemplated by AD 1890. To confirm 

this finding prior to the issuance of RRBs, issuance advice letters shall include a 

calculation in. accordance with the bond sizing model described in SDG&E's prepared 

testimony indicating that, based on the actual structure and pricing terms (i.e., actual 

an\ortization pattern, interest ratel amount of transition costs financed, and expected 

maturities for the RRBs), the issuance of RRBs Is expected to result in a net prcS('nt 

value benefit to residential and smal1 commercial customers. If such a confirrtlation 

eMmot be made, then SDG&E should so advise the Commission and should not 

proceed with the transaction. 
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Related Issues 

As SDG&E describes in its testimony, there are seyeral related issues that have a 

potentially significant impact on the RRB transaction. The (ollo\ ... ·ing sectiol\s of this 

financing order discuss those issues. 

Tax cOnsideratiOns 

The possibility that the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) would assess 

income taxes when SDG&B receives the initial proceeds trorn the RRBs, rather than 

when J.jA charge revenues are collected, is a risk associated with finandngthe 

transition costs. In addition to having tax consequences, the economics of issuing the 

RRas would be adversely affected if SDG& E's income tax payments associated with the 

Ff A charges Were to be accelerated and become due when the RRBs are issued rather 

than when FTA charges arc billed. 

As a result, in February 1991', SDG&E submitted a ruling request to the 

IRS seeking confirmation that (1) the SPE Debt Securities will be treated as debt of the 

utility (or federal income tax purposes, and (2) the FfA charges will be included in 

SDG&E's gross income in the year in which the related electrical service is provlded to 

residential and small commercial customers and not at the time of debt issuance. 

If the r('(eipt of RRB proceeds yields current income taxation of those 

proceeds, the benefits of the financing transaction would be substantially reduced. 

Should the IRS choose not to provide a ruling, Or rule adversely, SDG&E would have to 

reassess the transaction and, if possible, modify it to reduce the risk of current taxation. 

If the structure of the transaction changes beyond the bounds contemplated in its 

Application Or this financing order, SDG&E wiH take appropriate steps to modif)' its 

request with the Commission to the extent permitted by PU Code Section MICe). If the 

tr~msaction as modified does not produce net present value benefits through overall 

re\'enue requirement reductions as indicated in issuance advice letters, then the 

Commission cannot confirm that the transaction will lower rates (or residential and 

small comm('(cial customers. The requirement that issuance advice letters include a net 

present value benefit calculation addresses this concern. 
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In its brief, SOC&E has indicated that it nlay go (orward with the RRB 

transaction under this financing order in the absence of an IRS ruling. SDG&E is put on 

notice that if it chooses to do so, its sharehoJders wit] bear the consequences of any tax 

treatment, to the extent that it is more adverse than the tax treatment assumed in the 

NPV benefits calculation it has presented in its application. 

FinAncial Accounting 

The amount financed will be recorded as debt of the SPE for financial 

reporting purposes. SDG&E; the SPE, the Infrastructure Bank and the holders of the 

RRBs will expressly agree pursuant to the terms of the applicable documents to treat the 

SPE Debt Securities as debt of the SPE secured by, among other things, the transition 

property and the equity of the SPE for all purposes. 8e<'ause the SPE is consolidated 

with SDG&E for financial reporting purposes, the amounts financed will appear as debt 
. 

in SDG&E's consolidated financial statements. This is not expected to impact SDG&E's 

utility credit ratings, as it is expeded that the rating agencies will determine that the 

RRBs, which are not supported by SDG&E's general revenue stream, do 1\ot affect 

SDG&E's creditworthiness. 

Credit Rating Agency Considerations 

True-Safe Opinion 

Credit rating agencies will require an acceptable opinion of 

bankruptcy counsel at the time the RRBs are issued for assurance that the transition 

property will be bankruptcy-r~mote from SDG&E. To obtain such an opinion, the 

transfer of the transition property from SOC&E to the SPE must constitute a "tnle sale" 

(i.t'., if SDG&E were to become the subject of a bankruptcy proceeding, the transition 

property would not be part of SDG&E's bankruptcy estate and therefore \\'ould not be 

subject to the claims of SDG&E's creditors). 

AB 1890 expressly provides that certain transfers of transition properly approved 

in a financing order and intende4 by the parlies to constitute an absolute transfer or 

true sale shaH be so treated (or all purposes, subject to certain limited exceptions. (See 

PU Code § 844.) As contemplated by AB 1890, the RRBs will be non-recourse to any of 
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SDG&E's assets, other than the SPE's equity and the transition properly sold to the SPE. 

(PU Code § 842(a).) 

In furtherance of this true-sale analysis, SDG&E envisions that it will give 

sufficient notice to third parties that the transition property is owned by the applicable 

SPE and is not available to creditor~ of SDG&E by serving the issuance advice letters on 

the parties to this proceeding as weU as SDG&E's standard advice letter service list. This 

decision authorizes SDG&E to include Ff A charges as a separate line item on 

customers' bills. 

Allocation of Collection Shortfalls 

In order to preserve the bankruptcy.remote status of the transition 

property once it is transferred to the SPE, SDG&E cannot have any claim on the Ff A 

charges. In particular, if SDG&E coUects less than the full amount that is billed to 

residential and small commercial customers, it cannot favor itself OVer the m\tner of the 

transition propert)t. It n\ust allocate that shortfall appropriately between FfA charges 

and other charges. Such shortfalls shall be allocated between FfA charges and other 

SDG&E charges in the same proporlion as the arrtount of FfA charges biHed bears to 

the aggregate amount of SDG&E charges billed. 

Credit Enhancement 

Credit enhancements are mechanisms that proVide investors with added 

assurance that they will r~over their investment. Examples of credit enhancement 

provided by the original owner include reserve accounts, overcollateraJildtion 

amounts, and True-Up Mechanisms. Examples of credit enhancement proVided by third 

parties include bond insurance and letters of credit. It is expected that the RRB 

tr.lnsaclion will use a True-Up Mechanism authorized by AB 1890 (as described above) 

and overcoJJateralization amounts or other me'lnS of credit enhancement. 

The purpose of the overcoJJateraJization amount is to provide security 10 

investors and to enhance the credit rating of the RRBs by providing an additional 

financed amount to cover shortfalls in PTA charge coHection payments to the Trustee 

between the final expected FT A charge true-up and the expected maturity of the RRBs. 
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In other words~ the FTA charges will be set to collect an amount slightly in excess of the 

payments required 10 amorlize the RRBs as scheduled. 

The overcollateralization amollnt needed to satisfy the credit rating 

agencies will be established by the Issuer with input (ronl the credit rating agencies 

prior to the time of RRB pricing. ~e actual amount will be approved by the 

Infrastructure Bank and STO. The amount will be a iUJlction of several variablcs but is 

expected primarily to be a function of the FTA charge True-Up Mechanism. 

Customers bearing the FfA charges in their rates should receive credit 

equal to the amount of any transition property o\'('C(oJlateraJizatlon not used 10 repay 

the principal and interest On RRBs. As a rcsult~ overcollateraJization will not reduce 

customer benefits (rom the RRB transaction. 

1he ... A charges will be sct to collect any overcoHateralization amount. 

As with other components of the FfA (hatges~ it will be trued-up to the extent 

nc<essary using the True-Up Mc<hanism we adopt in this financing order. As is set 

forth below, any oVer(ollateralization. amount coUceled in excess of the amount needed 

to repay the principal, plus appropriate interest, of the RRBs will benefit residential and 

small commercial customers. 

Sequestration 

Consistent with PU Code § 843(e), we will agree that, in the event of a 

default by SDG&E in payment of the FfA charges to the SPill we will, upon application 

by the Trustee, order the sequestration and payment to the SPE, or such other party as 

designated by the Trustcc, of reVenues arising with respect to the transition property. 

This wil] provide additional certainty that the PTA charges will benefit the owner of the 

tr,msilion property, and should serve to enhance the credit quality of the RRBs. 

ServiCing 

To the extcnt that .lny interest in transition properly is transferred by 

SDG&E to an SPE, the Commission is required to authorize the utility to contract with 

the financing entity to perform servicing (unctions on behalf of the financing entity. (PU 

Code § S12(c).) Pursuant to a servicing agreement wHh the SPE and/or Issuer, SDG&E 
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will act as servicer of the transition property. That is, SDG&E will be responsible for 

customer kilowatt-hour biUing and usage information, and for biJIing and collecting the 

FTA charges. On a monthly or more frequent basis, SDG&:E will remit estimated PTA 

charge coJledions, on behalf of the SPE and/or Issuer, to the Trustee. the Trustee, in 

turn, will make quarterly debt service payments to the RRB investors, as well as pay 

other ongoiJ\g costs associated with the RRB transaction. Pursuant to this decision, the 

Commission authorizes SDG&E to contract with the SPEs and/or Issuers to coHed 

amounts in respect of the FfA charges (or the benefit and account of such SPEs and/or 

Issuers, and to account for and remit these amounts to or (or the account of such SPEs 

and/or Issuers. The servicing agreement will proVide that SDG&E, as initial servicer,. 

may not voluntarily resign its duties as servicer without obtaining the prior approval of 

the Commission. 

Raternaking 

It is necessary to incorporate the RRB tran ... <;lction into SDG&E's 

ratemaking mechanisms to enSure that SDG&E's ere ratemaking nl.cchanism 

accomplishes its intended purpose of determining when the rate freeze should end, 

preventing any eTC cost shifting to large customers as a result of the 10% rate 

reduction and the RRBs, and providing residential and small commercial customers all 

of the benefits (rom the RRB transaction. 

Transition Cost Balancing Account 

SDG&E proposes a mechanism to adjust the erc ratemaking 

mechanism to enstlre it is treated as if the RI{Bs were not issued. The reason for this is to 

ensure Ihe RRB tr.msaction docs not cause any cost shifting. It will do so by ending the 

r.,te-freeze period at the san'e time it would have ended in the absence of the rate 

reduction and RRB issuance. By ending the rate freeze at the same time it would have 

ended if the RRB transaction did not take place, large customers arc assured that they 

will not pay additionaltransilion costs. The Rate Reduction Bond Memorandum 
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Ac(-ount, discussed below, then ensures that small customers are also treated fairly 

under the RRB transaction. 

SDG&H proposes to reflect the RRB transaction in its CTC 

ratemaking mechanism established in 0.97-06-060 by imputing a revenue credit to the 

ratemaking mechanism equal to th~ net erc revenue reduction due to the FfA charges 

and the 10% rate reduction (or residential and small commercial customers. With this 

adjustment, the balance in the ere ratemaking mechanism may reach zero at some 

time during the rate-freeze period and indicate that transition costs that must be 

recovered belore March 31, 2002, would have been recovered absent the impact of the 

10'% rate reduction and absent the RRBs. By doing this, customers are assured that the 

rate freeze ends at the same time it othenvisc would have, regardless o( the 10% rate 

reduction and the issuam~e of RRBs. The rate-freeze period ends when this approach, 

including these h'nputed revenues, shows that transition costs have been fully recovered 

(or on March 31, 2002, if that comes first). Thus, large customers' responsibility for 

paying ere is unaffected by the 10% rate reduction and the RRBs. All customers will 

still be required to pay for those transition costs eligible for recovery after December 31, 

2001 pursuant to certain provisions of AB 1890. 

Rate Reduction Bond Memorandum Account 

The Rate Reduction Bond Memorandum Account will be used by 

S[x;&E to make a determination if additional RRBs need to be issued (within the 

aggregate total amount of $SOO million authorized by this financing order). As the 

sizing model demonstr.ltes, financing a given amount of transition costs with RRBs 

mNns that residential and sma)) commercial customers should receive a specific 

amount of total savings because of the 10% rate decrease. f( sates to residential and 

small commercial Cllstomcrs during the r,1te-freele period arc higher than was 

estimated in the sizing model used to determine the amount of RRBs to be issued, then 

these customers' total savings from the rate reduction (which is equal to the rate 

reduction times the lotal amount of sales to the customers) wiJ) be higher than was 

estimated when the RRBs were sized. 
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A specific subaccount of the H.ate Reduction Bond Memor,lndum 

Account proposed by SDG&E will track this, and aHow SDG&E to make a 

determination of whether the issuance of more RRBs is appropriate. Therefore, SDG&E 

is authorized to put this ratemaking mechanism, as described in its prepared testimony, 

into place. 

Moreover, there are several ratemaking adjustments which may 

need to be made to residential and small commercial customers' rates after the end of 

the rate-freeze period due to the RRB transaction. 

Some of these adjustments relate to amounts held by the SPE. The 

distinction between amounts owned by the SPE and amounts owned by SDG&E must 

be respected. The SPE is distinct from SDG&E, and in light of bankruptcy 

considerations it would be inappropriate (or the Conlmission to order that such 

amounts be paid by the SPE to SDG&E. 

The ratemaking call be accomplished, while respecting this 

distinction. SDG&E's rates charged to residel\tial and small commercial custonters will 

be periodically reduced while transition property remains outstanding to reflect (I) 

distributions by the SPE to SDG&E, and (2) any increase in the value of SDG&E's 

m\,nership interest in the SPE. It is expected that, after payment of SPE expenses, any 

undistributed earnings or over<:ollateralization actually collected as a part of the FfA 

charges and returned to the SPE will result in a corresponding increase in SDG&E's 

o\\tnership in the SPE. 

Adjustments will be necessary due to: 

1. the after-tax interest earnings on the FTA charges before 
SOC&E forwards them to the TllIstce; 

2. the amount received by SDG&E, from SPE dividends or due to 
an increase in the value ofSDG&E's ownership interest in the 
SPE, due to irwestment income earned by the SPH and any 
overrollateralizaHon amounts or other FfA charges that arc 
released by the Trustee to the SPE and nol used to make 
payments on the RRBs; 
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3. the servicing fees (less incremental expenses incurred by 
SOG&E as serviccr) received by SDG&E after the rate-frt."'C'ze 
period; 

4. total savings to which residential and small commercial 
customers are entitled given the amount of transition costs 
financed th.rough RRBs, but which ate in eXcess of what was 
prOVided through the 10% rate reduction during the rate-freeze 
period; and 

5_ any carrying cost savings associated with the financed taxes. 

SDG&E is to pass each of these back to residential and smaH 

commercial customers via the Rate Reduction Bond Memorandum Account ratemaking 

mechanism described in its prepared testimony, with one exception. The Utility Reform 

Network (TURN) and the Office of Ratepayer Advocates point out that the appropriate 

carrying cost (or the savings not yet provided to residential and small commercial 

customers (item (4) above), is SDG&E's authorized rate of return until the savings are 

actually passed on to those customers through lower rates. 

During the rate-freeze period, SDG&E is to return all o( the 

servicing (ees it receives from the SPE by means of the revenues it inlputes to the erc 
rateIllaking mechanism, which includes the full amount of the 1<1' A charges, including 

the full amount of the servicing fees. 

After the rate-freeze period ends, SDG&E shall consolidate any 

annual credit or debit amounts described above and record them in the Rate Reduclion 

Bond Memorandum Account. Those amounts will then be consolidated annually with 

other pending rate changes considered in the annuall{evenue Adjustment Proceeding, 

or successor ratemaking proceeding authorized by the Commission. 

SDG&E wishes to preserve, to the extent possible, olltstanding 

industrial deVelopment bonds (IDDs) which} if relired/ may not again be available. 

Therefore/ SOC&E has proposed a means of using the proceeds of RRBs while kcepin~; 

outstanding lower-cost JOBs b)· investing the unulilized proceeds o( RRBs at short- to 

intermediate-term rates to offset the variable rate interest paid to the holders of JDBs. 
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As utility-related improvements arc required (t.g., to fund distribution system 

improvements) SDG&E would use such invested proceeds. In this fashion, SDG&E can 

retain low-cost IDBs outstanding and avoid issuance of taxable debt, the cost of which 

would be higher than the cost of RRBs. In such event, SDG&E would remove (rom its 

cost-of-capital variable-rate, tax-exempt debt in an amount equal to short- and 

intermediate-term investment balances. \Ve will approve this approach. 

fJndings of Fact 

1. The rates that residential and small commercial customers of SDG&E 

would have paid if this financing order were not adopted are the rates in eUect as of 

June 10, 1996 (as modified by SDG&B on February I, 1997). 

2. The designation of the Fixed Transition Amounts and the issuance of up 

to $800 miJIion 01 SPE Debt Securities and RRBs in connection with such Fixed 

Transition Amounts will reduce rates that residential and small commerchtl customers 

of SDG&E would have paid if this financing order were not adopted. 

3. Residential and small commercial customers will benefit (ronl the issuance 

of rate reduction bonds and the reduction of rates provided that the net pre$(>nt value o( 

fixed tr"Ilsition amounts and ratc reductions is posith'e when calculated in accordance 

with the methodology set forth by SDG&E in its applic"Uon and related testimony. 

4. SDG&E's request (or reco\'ery of a portion of its transition costs and the 

rosts of providing, recovering, (inancing and refinancing transition costs in an 

aggregate principal amount of up to $800 miJIion from proceeds of SPE Debt Securities 

and RRBs, including all costs of issuance, is reasonable in relation to estimates of the 

total amount of such transition costs. 

5. SDG&E estimates total costs of issuance to be less than $7 million. 

6. The owner of the transition property will have the right to recover 

principal, interest, and related costs (including fax('s) assodated with the SPE Debt 

Securities and the RRBs through fixed transition amounts, which arc authorized by this 

financing order. 
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7. The methodology uSed to calculate the FTA charges associated with rate 

reduction bond issuance as described in SDG&E's prepared teslimony is reasonable. 

8. The methodology to calculate routine FT A charge adjustments as 

described in SDG&E's prepared testimony is reasonable. 

9. If residential Or smaUcommercial (ustomers (ail to pay their utility bills in 

(ull, any shortfall in reVenues reech'cd must be allocated between FfA charges and 

SDG&E's charges based on the ratio of the amount of the bills relating to the FfA 

charges and the amount relating to SDG&E's charges, to avoid SDG&E favoring its own 

interests. 

10. The rale collection methods described in SDG&E's application to ensure 

that the FfA charges are nonbypassable are reasonable. 

11. The ratemaking mechanisms described in the application, induding the 

Rate Reduction Bond Memorandum Account, PTA charges tariff language, and 

modifications to SDG&E's Preliminary Statement and competitive transition charge 

ratemaJdng mechanism are reasonable; prOVided, however, that balances that arc to be 

credited to ratepayers in respect of issuances of rate roouction bonds that subsequently 

were determined not to be necessary in order to financing a rate reductionl should bear 

interest at SDG&E's authorized rate of return. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. Because the designation of the Hxed Transition Amounts and the issuance 

of up to $SOO million of SPE Debt Securities and RRBs in connection with such Fixed . 

Transition Amounts will reduce rates that residential and small commercial customers 

of SDG&E would have paid if this financing ordrr ' ... ·ere not adopted l a financing order 

should be adopted l as required by PU Code Section 841(a). 

2. The amount ofSPE Debt Securities and RRBs to be issued should be 

determined using the sizing methodology describ<-d in SDG&E's prepared testimony 

based on market conditions at the time the RRBs are priced. 

3. The principal on the SPE Debt Sc<urities and the RRBs should be repaid in 

substantially equal annual amounts so that PTA charges will decline OYer time. 
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4. Consistent with Srx::;&E's showing of ratepayer benefit, the expected final 

maturity of the SPE Debt Securities and the RRBs should be no later than ten years from 

the date of issuance \\'ith a legal final maturity to be determined by the Infr.lstructure 

Bank. 

5. The hlfrastructure Baf'k and/or STO should determine the 

overcollateralization amount required. 

6. The Infrastructure Bank and/or sro should determine bond counsel fccs, 

unden\'riter fees, unden\triter counsel fees, bond trustee fees, Infrastructure Bank fees, 

rating agency fccs, SEC registration fees, printing fees, and other expenses related to the 

sale of the RRBs pursuant t6 an agrccment to which the Infrastructure Bank Or the STO 

is a parly. 

7. Costs of issuance fOr the first $710 million aggregate principal amount of 

RRBs should be limited to $7 million and for the next $90 million aggregate principal 

amount, to 1%. 

8. TIle methodology used to calculate the FfA charges associated with rate 

reduction bond issuance should be as described in SDG&E's prepared testin\ony. 

9. FTA charges should be filed with the Conimission in advice tetters (the 

Issuance Advice Letters), 

10. FTA charges should be included as a separate line item on customers' bJlls 

if practicable. 

1 1. The rate collection methods described in SDG&E's application to ensure 

that the FTA charges are nonbypassable should be approved. 

12. Each Issuance Advice Letter associated with this financing order should 

be eUective five business days after filing, upon which it should be deemed to constitute 

the plan approved by this financing order [or purposes of PU Code Section 841(c), and 

the FfA charges established thereby \",.iII constitute fixed transition amounts. 

13. Pr()('edures are required for the expeditious approval by the Commission 

of periodic True-Up l"fechanisms to the FTA charges (as may be necessary to ensure 

timely recovery of (a) the principal amount of all transition properly that is the subject 
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of this financing order, and (b) the costs of capital associated with the provision, 

(e<:overy, financing, or refinancing thereof, including ~he costs of issuing. servicing and 

retiring (including, without limitation, intNest) the SPE Debt Securities and RRBs 

contemplated by this financing order). 

14. The methodology to <;,alculate routine FTA charge adjustments should be 

as described in SDG&E's prepared testimony. 

15. Routine J<. A charge adjustments should be filed with the Commission in 

routine True-Up Me<:hanism advke letters. 

'16. Changes to f<TA charges proposed by routine True-Up Mechanism advice 

letters should be filed with the Commission annually at least 15 days before the end of 

each (alendar year, and the resulting adjustments to the FTA charges should be 

implemented at the beginning of the calendar year next foJlowing the date of such 

filing. 

17. Routine True-Up Mechanism advice letters should be permitted to be filed 

at least 15 days before the end of any calendar quarter and the resulting adjustments to 

the PTA charges should be implemented 'at the beginning of the calendar quarter next 

(oHowing the date of such filing. These quarterly adjustments should be required when 

a variance from the scheduled principal amortization schedule as set forth in the related 

Issuance Advice Letter triggers a r~quirement (or such a filing. 

18. Be(ause routine True·Up Mechanism advice letters to be filed in 

accordance with the adjustmcnt calculation methodology (ound reasonable in this 

financing order are to use the pro (orma FTA charge annual and quarterly True-Up 

Mcchanism advice letters attached to this financing order as Appendix A, no protests to 

,such advice leHer filings should be allowed, and the resulting FTA charge adjustments 

should be e((('(live as requested in such filings. 

19. The provisions described in SDG&E's application to ensure that the PTA 

(harges arc nonbypassable should be approved. 

20. Upon the effective date of each Issuance Advice Letter associated with this 

finandng order, all of the transition properly identified in stich advice letter will 
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constitute a current property right and will thereafter continuously exist as properly for 

all purposes. 

21. The transition properly identified in an Issuance Advice L~Uer associated 

with this financing order will) without limitation, include (1) the right, title and intetest 

in and to the FTA charges set forthin such advice letter, as adjusted from time to time, 

(2) the right to be paid the total amounts set forth in such advice letter, (3) the right, title 

and interest in and to all revenues, coJlections, claims, payments, money, or proceeds of 

or arising from such FfA charges, and (4) all rights to obtain adjustments to such FfA 

chatges under the True-Up Mechanisms. 

22. The holders of the transition property will be entitled to recover fixed 

transition amounts in the aggregate amount equal to the principal aillount of the SPE 

Debt Sc<:urities or the RRBs (as applicable), all interest thereon, the overcoHateralization 

amount and all related fees, costs and expenses in respect of the scheduled payment of 

the SPE Debt Securities and RRBs. 

23. TIle Commission should approve the sale by SDG&E of the transition 

property identified in an Issuance Advice Letter to one or more SPEs, as identified in 

stich advice letter. 

24. Upon the sale by SDG&E of the transition property to one or mOre SPEs, 

(1) each such SPE will have all of the rights originally held by SDG&E with respect to 

such transition properly, including, without -limitation, the right to exercise any and all 

rights and remedies to collect any amounts payable by any customer in respect of such 

transition property, notwithstanding any objeclion or direction to the contrary by 

SDG&E and (2) any payment by any customer to stich SPE will discharge such 

customer's obligations in respect of such transition property to the extent of such 

payment, notwithstanding any objection or direction to the contrary by SDG&E. 

25. Upon the sate by SDG&E of the transition property to one or more SPEs, 

SDG&E will not be entitled to rtX'over the FTA charges associated with such transHion 

property other than (or the benefit of the holders of the SPE Debt Securities and the 

RRBs, in accordance with Srx:;&E's duties as servicer. 
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26. Each SPE idcntificd in an Issuance Advice Lettcr, upon approval by thc 

Infrastructurc Bank, wi1l constitute financing cntitics (or all purposes of AB 1890. 

27. Thc plcdge by the SPE identified in an Issuance Advice Letter of such 

SPE's right, title and interest in and to the transition property and such SPE's other 

assets as security for the SPE Debt $e<:uriHes should be approved. 

28. Each Issuer, identified in an Issuance Advice Letter and approved by the 

Infrastructure Bank, is approved to issue RRBs directly or indire<tiy through the SPE on 

tcrn)s to be approved by the Infrastructure Bank. "The aggregate principal amount of 

RRBs related to all such SOC&E Issuance Advice Letters associated with this financing 

order should not exceed $800 million. 

29. To the extent stated in an Issuance Advice Letter, the Commission should 

approve the pledging by the Issuer, as security (or the RRBs,of such Issuer's right, title 

and interest in and to the SPE Debt Securities and all security therefor. 

30. Any default undN the documcnts reJating to the SPE Debt Securities or 

the RRBs will cntitle the holders of the SPE Debt Securities or RHBs or the trustees or 

rcprcsentativcs for such holdcrs to exercise any and all rights or remedies such holders 

or such trustccs or reprcscntativcs therefor may have pursuant to any statutory licn on 

the transition properly. 

31. In the evcnt of default by SDG&E in payment to or for the benefit of the 

SPE of the FTA charges, thc Commission, upon the application by (1) the holders of the 

SPE Debt Securities or the RRBs and the trustees or reprcsentativcs thcrefor as 

beneficiarics of any statutory lien pcrmitted by the PU Code, (2) the SPE or its 

assignces, (3) thc Issuer, or (4) pledgees or transferees, including transferees under PU 

Codc Section 844, of the tr.lnsition propcrty, should ordcr the sequestration and 

payment to or (or the benefit of the SPI! or such other party of rcvcnucs arising with 

rcspe<:t to the transition propcrty. 

32. For purposes of cligibility to receive the ratc rcduction and responsibility 

to pay for f<TA chargcs, SDG&E's residential and small commercial cllstomcrs should 

include all residential customcrs and all commercial customers (a) on Schedulcs A and 
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A-TC, and (b) on Schedules AD, AL-TOU,AL-TOU-C, AY-TOU, AO-TOU, A-V., A-V2, 

AV-3, A-TaU, RTP-) and RTP-2 with peak demand, in at least nine of the 12 most 

recent billing periods, of less than 20 k\V. 

33. The ratemaking mechanisms described in the application, including the 

Rate Reduction Bond Memorandum Account, FfA charges tariff language, and 

nlodifications to SDG&E's Preliminary Statement and competitive transition charge 

ratemaking mechanism should be approved; proVided, howe\'er, that balances that are 

to be credited to ratepayers in respect of issuances of rate reduction bonds that 

subscquentl}· were determined not to be necessary in order to finance a 10% rat~ 

reductiOn from the rates in effect as of June 10, 1996 (as adjusted by SDG&E on 

February 1,1997), should bear interest at SDG&8's authorized rate of return. 

34. SDG&E should not voluntarily resign a's initial servicer without the prior 

approval of the Commission. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The applicatlon of San Diego Gas &. Electric Conlpany (SDG&E) (or a 

financing order pursliant to Public Utililies (PU) Code $eC(iOl\ 841(a) is approved 

subject to the terms and conditions slated in the following ordering paragraphs. 

2. SDG&E may recover an aggregate total principal amount of eight 

hundred million dollars ($800 Olillion) in transition costs, as defined by PU Code 

Section 840(1), which Olay be recovered through fixed transition amounts (PTA) as 

defined by PU Code Section &tOed), to the extent of the sum of the principal amollnt of 

(i) reJated rafe reduction bonds, as defined b}' PU Code $e(tion 840(e), issued by a 

(inancing entity, as defined by PU Code Section 840(b) and (ii) the transition property, 

as defined in PU Code Section 840(g), pledged as o\t('fcollateralization (or the issuance 

of such r,lfe reduction bonds. 

3. SDG&E may sell and assign all or portions Of its interest in transition 

property arising from Of constituting the FT A that arc the subject of this financing ordef 

to' one or mOre affiliates of SDG&E, of the character described in the applic<\tion as a 
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Speda1 Purpose Entity (SPE). Upon the sale by SDG&E of the transition property to one 

or more SPEs, (1) each such SPE shall have all of the rights o~iginany held by Srx;&E 

with respect to such transition properly, including. without limitation, the right to 

exercise any and all rights and remedies to collect any amounts payable by any 

customer in respect of such transitic;m property, notwithstanding any objection or 

direction to the contrary by SDG&E and (2) any payment by any customer to such SPE 

shaH discharge such cuslomer·s obligations in respect of such transition property to the 

extent of such payment, notwithstanding any objection or direction to the contrary by 

SDG&E. Upon the sale h}' SDG&E of the transition property to one or mOre SPEs, 

SDG&E shaH not be entitled to recover the FfA charges associated with such transition 

property other than for the benefit of the holders of the SPE debt securities and the 

related rate reductkm bonds in accordance with SDG&E's duties as servicer with 

respect to such rate reduction bonds. 

4. The initial PTA charges (or such transition property shan be filed with the 

Commission in advi<X' leiters substantially in the fornt attached to this financing order 

as Appendix A as a pro fonna Issuance Advice Letter, which shall not be subjc<:t to 

protest, which shall be completed in accordance '''''jth the methodology deS(ribed by 

SDG&E in its application and supporting testimony, which shall state that the net 

present value of benefits to r,ltepayers is a positive numhcr, and which shaH be effective 

five business days after filing with the Commissioflj whereupon each such Issuance 

Advice ~tter shall be deemed to constitute the plan approved by this Commission 

within the meaning of PU Code Seclion 840(d). 

5. SDG&E or an SPE may sell or assign all or portions of its interest in such 

Ir.lnsition properly to one or more financing entities. 

6. SDG&E or an SPE may pledge all or portions o{ its interest in such 

transition properly to one or more financing entities, and an SPE may pledge any other 

assel l to secure debt securities o( the related SPE that arc not themselves rate reduction 

bonds but substantially mirror the financial terms and conditions of the rate reduction 

bonds issued in connection ' .... ith such pledge; prOVided, that, subject to the approval of 
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the California Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank (Infrastmcture Bank), in 

the case of rate reduction bonds bearing a variable rate of interest, such debt securities 

may pay a fixed rate of interest. 

7. One or more financing entities may plrog~ such transition properly as 

collateral for rate reduction bonds. 

8. One or more financing entities may issue rate reduction bonds in 

conne<:tion with such transition properly upOn the terms and conditions approved by 

the Infrastructure Bank; provided, however, that the principaJ on rate reduction bonds 

shall be repaid in substantially equal annual amounts and shall have expected 

maturities of ten years Or less (rom the date of issuance. 

9. To the extent that any interest in such transition properly is so sold or 

assigned, or is SO pledged as coUatera], SDG&E is authorized to continue to operate its 

system to provide service to its customers, and, as servker under the transaction 

documents associated with the related rate reduction bonds, coHect anlounts in respect 

o( the FT A (or the benefit and account of the financing entity, and acc::ount (or and remit 

these amounts to or for the account of the financing entity. 

10. SDG&E and each successor servicer shall separately state FTA charges for 

the purpose of each customer's bill, if practicable; otherwise, FfA charges will be stated 

as required for other charges described in PU Code Section 367(a}(I)-(e). 

11. SDG&E and each succeSSOr servicer shall allocate amounts collected (rom 

a clIstomer pro r.lta between FfA and other charges. 

12. In the event of failure of any customer to pay FTA charges,SDG&E is 

authorized to shut-off power of such customer in accordance with Commission

approved shut·oU policies, at the direction of the related scrvicer. 

13. SDG&E is authorized to implement the r.lte collection nlcthods described 

in the application to ensure that the FTA charges arc nonbypassable. 

14. SDG&E, or a succ::cssor servicer, on behalf of the related financing entity is 

authorized to file routine, non-routine, and statutorily required fTA charge 

adjllstments (Tnte-Up Mechanisms), which shall continue until the all payments of 
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principal and interest to which the holders of the related rate reduction bonds are 

entitled have been paid in full. True-Up Mechanism advice letter filings shall be in 

substantially the form attached to this Financing Order as Appendix A and shaH be 

completed in accordance with the methodology described in S(x;&E's application and 

supporting testimony. 

15. A non-routine Tme-Up Mechanism advice letter may be fiJed at least 90 

days before the end of any calendar quarter and the resultlng adjustments to the FTA 

charges shaH be implemented at the beginning of the next calendar quarter. Non

routine True-Up Mechanism advice letters are subject to (onfinnalion by the 

Conlmission's Energy Division. However, if the Energy Division believes modifications 

to such Advice Letters arc needed .. unless such di((etenccs arc resolved between the 

Energy Division and S(x;&E, or a successor servicer, or if the Commission issues a 

resolution to resoh'c any dispute, SDG&E, or a successor servicer, will be authorized to 

implement the FfA charge adjustments it has proposed on the 90th day after the filing. 

16. A True-Up MC(hanism advice letter shall be fiJed at least 15 days before 

each anniversary of the issuan(e of this financing order. The Comn\ission shaH 

determine on this financing order issuance anniversary, as required by PU Code Section 

841{c), whether adjustments to the FTA charges are required, with the resulting 

adjustments to the FTA charges, if necessary, to be implemented within 90 days of this 

finandng order issuante annh'ersary. 

17. To the extent that rate reduction bonds have been issued .. beginning 

January I, 1998, SDG&B shall reduce the rat('s to eligible residential and (as defined in 

PU Code Section 331(h» small commercial customers .. from the rtl.t('s that were in effect 

on June 10, 1996 (as adjusted by SDG&E On February I, 1997) by 10%. For such purpose, 

eJigible customers shall include all residential customers, and all commercial customers 

(a) on Schedules A and A-TC, and (b) on Schedules AD, AL-TOU, AL-TOU-C, AY-TOU, 

AO-TOU, A-VI, A-V2, AV-3, A-TOU, RIP-l and RIP-2 with peak demand, in at least 

nine of the 12 most recent billing periods, 01 less than 20 k\V. 
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18. In the event that SDG&E concludes that rate reduction bonds cannot be 

issued in time to commence the rate reduction on January I, 1998, SDG&E shall submit 

a revised application pursuant to PU Code Section 368 for approval of a cost recovery 

plan that provides for a 10% r~te reduction for residential and srnall commercial 

customers as of January I, 1998. 

19. SDG&E is authorized to establish by advice letter filing, the Rate 

Reduction Bond Memorandum Account, Ff A charges tariff languaget and 

n\odilications to SDG&Ws Preliminary Statement and competitive transition charge 

ratemaking mechanism as described in the application; prOVided, that balances that are 

to be credited to ratepayers in respect of issuances 01 rate reduction bonds that 

subsequently Were determined not to be necessary in order to finance a 10% rate' 

reduction (rom the rates in effect as of June to, 1996 (as adjusted by SDG&E on 

February I, 1997), should bear interest at SDG&E's authorized rate of return. 

20. SDG&E shall not voluntarily resign as initial servicer without the prior 

approval of the Commission. 

21. This financing order shall become effextive in accordance with its terms 

and conditions only when SDG&E lites with the Commission its written consent to a1l 

terms and conditions of this financing order. 

22. lhis (inancing order shall be void and of no force or e((eel if SDG&B docs 

not file its written consent to aU terms and conditions of this financing order on or prior 

to November 3, 1997. 

23. On or after the e((('clive dale of this financing ordcc, upon request of the 

Infrastructure Bank or the State Treasurer's Office (STO), or both of them, the President 

of the Commission, a Commissioner assigned to this application, the Executive Director 

of the Cornmission, his nominee in a notice filed in this docket, or any of them, arc 

hereby authorized and directed, for and on behalf of and in the name of the 

Commission to execute and deU\'er a certificate to the Infrastructure Bank or the sro, 
or both of them, that attaches a truc, correct, and complete copy of this financing order 

and certifies such copy to be the act and deed of this Commission, and the recipient of 
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such certificate may rely upon such certificate for aU purposes in connection with the 

issuance of any series of rate reduction bond authorized by this financing order. 

Thereafter, upon request of the Infrastructure Bank or the SIO, or both of then), the 

President of the Commission .. a Commissioner assigned to this application, the 

Executive Dircttor of the Commission, his nominee in a notice filed in this docket, or 

any of them, are hereby authorized and directed, for and onbehaU of and in the name 

of the Commission to execute and deliver a certificate to the Infrastructure Bank or the 

STO, or bothof them, to c~rtif); that this financing order has not been altered, rescinded, 

anlcncled, modified, revoked, or supplemented as of the date of the closing of any 

issuance of rate reduction bonds authorized by this finandngorder. 

Application 97-05-022 is dosed elfectivc at the dose of business On November 3, 

1997 Or upon filing of SDG&E of its consent to the terms and conditions of this 

financing order, whichever first occurs. 

D.lted September 3, 1997, at San Francisco, California. 
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P. GREGORY CONLON 
. I'resident 

JESSIH J. KNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BlLAS 

Commissioners 
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ADVICE ·E 
(U39E) 

Appendix A 
Pro Forma· 
Issuance 

Advite Letter 

[date] 

PUBl.IC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
ENERGY DIVISION 

SUBJECT: Issuance Advice Filing for Rate Reduction Bonds 

Pursuant to California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) Decision No. 97·09·057 
(Decision), Ordering Paragraph No.4, San Diego Gas & Eledrie Company (SDG&E) 
hereby transmits for filing, on the pricing date of this series of Rate Reduction 
Bonds, the initial FrA charges for the series. This Issuance Advice Filhlg is for the 
Ratc Reduction Bonds series , dass(es) ___ _ 

PURPOSE 

This filing establishes initial FrA charges for rate schedules Cor residential and 
eligible small comnlcrcial customers. This filing also establishes the Transition 
Property to be sold to the Transition Property Owner (SPE). 

BACKGROUND 

In Decision No. 97·09-057, the Commission authorized SDG&B to file Issuance Advice 
Letters when pricing terms for Rate Reduction Bonds have been established. Issuance 
Advice Letter filings arc those in whkh SDG&E uses the bond slzing methodology and 
FTA charge formulas found reasonable by the Commission in Dt~islon No. 97·09·057 to 
establish initial FTA charges for a series of Rate Heduction Bonds. Using the 
methodoJog)' approved by the Commission in Decision No. 97.Q9-057 this filing 
(,stabHshcs Ff A charges. 

Because this series of Rate Reduction Bonds is being isslled prior to January 11 1998, to 
preserve the rate freeze mandated by AB lS90, concurrent with the implementation of 
the FTA charges, the IntNim Transition Cost Balancing Account rate component will be 
reduced by an amount equal to the FTA charges so that total rates remain frozen. 
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ISSUANCE INFORMATION: 

Rate Reduction Bond Name:e _____ _ 
Rate Reduction Bond Issuer: _____ _ 
Transition Property Owner (SPE): ___ _ 
Trustee(s): ____ _ 
Closing Date: ___ _ 
Bond Rating: ___ _ 
Amount Issued: _____ _ 
Issuance Costs: ___ _ 

Issuance Costs Approved by Infrastructure Bank or STO; ___ _ 
Issuance Costs as a Percent of Amount Issued: ____ _ 
Cumulative Aggregate Cumulative Issuance Costs (or all Series: ____ _ 
Transition Costs FinanCed: __ _ 
Coupon Rate(s): ____ _ 
Call Features: ___ _ 
California Tax Exempt (yes/no): __ _ 

Expected Principal AmOrtization Schedule: See Attachment 1 
Expected Final Maturity: __ _ 
Legal Final Maturity: __ _ 

Distributions to Investors (monthly or quarterly): ___ _ 
Annual Servicing Fee as a percent of the issuance amount: ___ _ 
Overcoliateralization amount for the series: __ _ 
Pledges by Issuer of SPE Debt Securities and all security thercfor:. ___ _ 

Quarterly Variance T~echanism 

Each quarter the servicer will compare the actual FTA outstanding balance with the 
expected FTA outstanding balance i'lS set forth in Attachment 2. If the variance is 
greater than __ %, a change to the FfA charges will be requested via a True-Up 
Mechanism Advice Letter in accordance with Decision No. 97-09-057 

Confirmation of Ratepayer Benefits 

Decision No. 97-09-057 requires SDG&E to demonstrate, using the bond sizing model 
found reasonable in that Decision, that the actual pricing terms of the Rate Reduction 
Bonds result in net preS(>nt value benefits. Attached to this Advice Filing is a 
spreadsheet calculalionwhich showsexpC(ted net present value benefits of $ __ million 
for this series of Rate Reduction Bonds. 
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Ff A Charges 

Table I below shows the current assumptions for each of the variables used in the FT A 
charges calculation. 

TABLE I 

Input Values For FrA Charges 

Monthly residential k\Vh sales 
Monthly eligible small commercial k\Vh sales 
Percent of rcvenue requirement allocated to residential customers 
Percent of rcvenue requirement allocated to cligible smaJl commercial 
customers 
Percent of residential customers' revcnue written off 
Percent of eligible small commercial customers' revenue written 0(( 

Percent of residential customers' billed amounts expected to be uncollected 
Percent of small commercial customers' billed amounts expected to be 
uncollected 

-
Percent of billed amounts collected in current month 

1'crcent of billed amounts collected in sC(ond month after billing 
Percent o( billed amounts collected in third month after billing 
Percent of billed amounts collected in fourth month after billing 
Percent of billed amounts coHected in fifth month after biHing 
Percent of billed amounts collected in sixth month after billing 
Monthly ongoing transaction ex~enses 
Expected FfA outstanding balance as of _1_1_ 
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Table II shows the initial Ff A charges calculated (or residential and eligible small 
commercial customers. The FfA calculations arc shown in Attachment 3. 

TABLE II 

Residential Customer FfA Charge (/k\Vh 
Eligible SmaU Commercial Customer 
FfAChargc t/k\Vh 

Attached arc proposed changes to Pari I of SDG&E new Rate Schedule FfA to show 
Ff A charges to be effective' , [year.1. 

Transition Property 

transition property is the property described in Public Utilities Code §840(g) relating to 
the FfA charges set forth hereinl including, without limitationl all of the (ollowing: 

(1) The rightl title and interest in and to the FfA charges set (orth hereinl as adjusted 
(rom time to time. 

(2)'The right to be paid the total amounts shown on Attachment 2. 

(3) The right, title and interest in and to all r('venuesl collfftions, claims, payments
l 

money, or proceeds o( or arising (ron\ the FfA chargesl set forth herein. 

(4) All rights to obtain adjustments to the tTA charges under the True-Up 
Mechanism. 

These FTA chargesl as adjusted from time to limel shall remain in place until the total 
amounts in Attachment 2 are paid in fu1l to the owner of the transition property, or its 
assignee(s). 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

In accord,mce with Decision No. 97-09-057, these FT A charges sha II be effective (ive 
business days after filed and will continue to be effectivel unless they arc changed by 
subsequent FT A Charge Issuance Advice t.ctter, or an Ff A Charge Truc·Up Mechanism 
Ad\'ice Letter. 

Copies of this filing Arc being furnished to the parties on the attached service list 
and to parties to A. 97·05·022. In accordance with Public Utilities Code §491

J 
notice 
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to the public is hereby given by filing and keeping this filing open for public 
inspection at the Company's corporate headquarters. 

Enclosures 

cc: CPUC, SF - Attn: Paul Clanon. Energy Division 
CPUC, SF - Attn: Elena Schmid, oRA 
CPUC, SF - Attn: Juanita Porter, Energy Division 
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Attachmcnt 1 
Expected Principal Amount Amortization 

Series __ , Class __ 
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Attachment 2 
Amounts Receivable And Expected Principal Amount Amortization 

The total amount payable to the owner of the transition property, or Us assign~(s), 
pursuant to this advice IcHer is a $ __ principal amount, plus interest on stich the 
principal amount, plus a $_ oveccolJateraJization amount, plus other ongoing costs, t., 
be obtained lrom }o, A charges calculated in accordance with D. 97-09-057. 

The PTA charges shaH be adjusted (tom tiine to time" at least annually, via the }<TA 
Charge True-Up Mechanism in accordance with D. 97-09-057. 

The following amounts are scheduled to be paid by the Bond Trustee (rom PTA 
charges it has received. These payment amounts include pdndpal plus interest, 
ovetcollaterallzation, and other ongoIng costs. 

Payment Date R~elpt AIrtount. Payn\ent An\ount Outstanding Principal 

(date 1) ($rffeipt 1) ($payment 1) ($outstanding principall] 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 

[date n1 [$teceipl nl ($payn,enl nJ ($outstanding principal n] 
($0) 
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Appendix A 
Pro Forma 

Routine Annual FT A Charge True-Up ~fechanism 
Advice Letter 

[Dratt Pro Forma Annual FrA Charge Adjustment Advice Filing] 

[dale) 

ADVICE ·E 
(U39E) 

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
ENERGY DIVISION 

SUBJEC'l': Annual ITA Charge True-Up Mechanism Advice Filing 

Pursuanllo California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) Decision No. 97-09-057 
(Decision), Ordering Paragraph No. 14, San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
(SDG&E) as servicer of the Rate Reduction Bonds and on behalf of [Note Trustee, as 
assignee of) is required to apply (or adjustment to FT A charges at least 15 days before 
the end of each calendar year. 

PURPOSE 

This filing establishes revised ~'TA charges for rate schedules for residential and 
eJigible small commercial customers. During the rate-freeze period, changes in the 
FTA charges will be offset by equal and offsetting changes in the residual 
Competition Transition Charge (CTC) component of customers· rates. 
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BACKGROUND 

In Decision No. 97-09-0571 the Commission authorized SDG&E to file routine True-Up 
l\f('('hanism Advice Letters on an annual basis, at least 15 days before the end of the 
calendar year. Routine Advice Letter filings arc those where SDG&E lISCS the 
methodology found reasonable b}' the Commission in Decision No. 97-09-057 to revise 
existing FTA charges. 

Using the methodology approved by the Commission in D('('ision No. 97-09-057, this 
filing modifies the variables used in the fTA charge calculation and proVides the 
resulting modified PTA charges. Table I shows the revised assumptions for each 0( the 
variables used in l'alculating the Ff A charges for residential and small commercial 
customers. The assumptions underlying the current FTA charges Were filed in Advice 
__ -EI an Issuance Advice Letter, as authorized by Decision No. 97-09-057. 
Attachment 1 shows the reviSed payment schedule. 

TABLE I 
Input Values For Revised ITA Charges 

Monthly residential k\Vh sales 
Monthly eligible small commercial k\Vh sales 
Percent of re"enue requirement allocated to residential customers 
Percent of revenue requirement allocated to eligible snlaU commercial 
customers 
Percent of residential customers' revenue written off 
Percent of eligible snlall commerdal customers' reVenue written 0(( 

Percent of residential customers' billed amounts eXEected to be unconeeled 
Percent eligible small commercia) customers' billed amounfs expected to be 
uncollected 
Percent of bjJled amounts collected in current nlonth 
Percent of billed amounts ('oUeeled in second month after billing 
Percent of bHled amounts collected in third month after billing 
Pcccent of billed amounts collected in fourth month after biHing 

-
Percen..t of billed amounts (oUected in fifth month after bming 
Percent of billed amounts coHeded in sixth month after billin& 
Percent of billed amounts remaining less uncollectibJes 
Monthly ongoing transaction eXEenses 
EXpected FTA oulst.mding balance as of _'_I 
O\ter- or ltndcrcollection of principal to be reflected in the new PTA charges 

Table II shows the revised trr A charges calculated for residential and eligible small 
commcccial clistomers. The FTA c.\lcu)ations arc shown in Attachment 2. 
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TABLE II 

Residential Customer FT A Charge 
-Eligible Sma if Comme~cja(Customer 

t/k\Vh 

PTA Charge ~/k\Vh 

Attached are proposed changes to Part I of SDG&E's new Rate Schedule PTA to show 
FTA charges to be e((eclive January 1, (year] 

BFFECTIVE DATE 

In accordance with Decision 97-09-057, routine True-Up Mechanism Advice leiters (or 
required annual PTA charge adjustments shall be filed at least 15 days before the end of 
each calendar year and these adjustments to PTA charges shall be effecti\'e at the 
bcgilU1ing of the next calendar year. No Commission resolution is required. Iherefore, 
these FfA charges shall be elfecti\,c January 1, [year] through De<-ember 31, (year], 
unless they are changed by a quarterly adjustment prior to December 31, (year]. 

NOTICE 

Copies of this filing are being furnished to the parties on the attached service list 
and to parties to A. 97·05-022. In accordance with Public Utilities Code §491, notice 
to the public is hereby given by filing and keeping this filing open for public 
inspeclion at the SDG&E's corporate headquarters. 

Enc10sures 

C'c: CPUC, SF - Attn: Paul Clanoll, Energy Division 
CPUC, SF - Attn: Elena Schmid, ORA 
CPUC, Sf<' • Attn: Juanita Porter, Energy Division 
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Attachment 1 
Amounts Receivable And Expected Principal Amount AnlOrtization 

The total amount payable to the owner of the transition property, or its assignee(s), 
pursuant to this advicc letter is a $ __ principal antount, plus interest on such 
principal amount, plus a $_ oVer~ollateralizatiol\ amoimt, plus other ongoing costs, to 
be obtained from Ft A charges calculated in accordancc with D.97-09-057. 

The FfA charges shall be adjust~ from tinle to time, at least annually, via the ITA 
Charge True-Up Mcch,misn\ in ac~ordancc with D.97-09-057. 

The (ollowing an\ounts are scheduled to be paid by the Bond Trustee from FfA 
charges it has tC(civecl. Thesepayntent anlOlll\ts include principal plus interest, 
oVer<:oHatcralization, and other ongoing costs. 

Paytnent Date Receipt Amount P~y-mel\t Amount Outstanding Principal 
, 

[date 1) [$receipt 1) [$payn\cnt 1) [$outstanding principall) 

• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 

[date n) [$receipt nJ ($payment nJ [$outstanding principal nJ 
[$0) 
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Appendix A 
Pro forma 

Routine Quarterly FfA Charge True-Up Methanislll 
Advi~e Letter 

(Draft Pro Forma Quarterly FTA Charge Adjustment Advice Letter) 

___ , (year) 

ADVICE ·E 
(U39E) 

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
ENERGY DIVISION 

-
SUBJEarz Quarterly F1'A Charge Tnlc-Up Mcchanism A(h'ice Filing 

Pursu(\nt to California Public Utilities Commission (CrUe) Decision No. 91-09-057 
(Decision), Ordering Paragraph No. 14, San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
(SDG&E) as servicer of the Rate ReducHon Bonds and on behalf of [Note Trustee, as 
assignee of) is required to apply (or }<.A charges at least 15 days before the end o( 
each quarter, i( in the previous quarter the variance between the expected outstanding 
FTA principal balance and the adual outstanding principal balance exceeds certain 
limits. 

Attachment I, SDG& H'S Quarterly Scrvicer Certificate for the qua rler of 19--.JO 
shows that the variance between the expected FTA outstanding batance and the actual 
FT A olltstanding balal\ce exceeds the limit of _%. Therefore, itt accordance with 
Ordering Paragraph No. 14 .. SDG&E, as sC'C"iccr of the Rale Reduction Bonds, hereby 
transmits for filing this Advice Letter to revise the FTA charges. 

PURPOSE 

This filing establishes revised FTA charges for rate schedules for residential and 
eligible small commercial customers. During the rate· freeze period, changes in the 
FTA charges will be offset by equal and offsetting changes in the residual 
Conlpetitiol1 Transition Charge (OTC) coniponent of customers' rates. 
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BACI{GROUND 

In Decision No. 97-09-057, the Commission authorized SDG&E to file routine True-Up 
Mechanism Ad\'ke Letters on a quarterly basis, at least 15 days before the end of the 
calendar quarter. Routine Advice Letter filings are those v,,'here SDG&E uses the 
methodology found reasonable by the Commission in Decision No. 97-09-057 to revise 
existing FTA charges. 

Using the methodology appro\'ed by the Commission in Decision No. 97-09-057, this 
. filing modifies the variables used in the FfA charge calculation and provides the 
resulting modified 1'7 A charges. Table I shows the revised assumptions for each of the 
variables used in calculating the FfA charges (or residential and small commercial 
customers. The assumptions underlying the current FTA charges were filed in Advice 
__ -E, an Issuance Advice Letter, as authorized by Decision No. 97-09-057. 
Altachment 2 shows the revised payment schedule. 

TABLEt 
lnput Values For Revised FrA Charges 

l-.fonthly_ residential k\Vh sales 
l\ionthty eligible sm~l1 commercial k\Vh sales 
Percent of revenue requirement allocated to residential customers 
Percent of re\'enue requirement allocated to eligible small commercial 
customers 
Percent of residential custoIllers' revenue written of[ 
Percent of eligible small commercial cllstomers' re\,enue written off 
Percent of residential ctlstom<'rs' billed amounts expected to be unconccted 
Percent of eligible small commercial customers' billed amounts expected to be 
uncollected 
Percent of billed amounts conected in current month 
Percent of biHed amounts collected in seco1\d month after billing 
Percent of billed amounts collected in third month after billing 
Percent of billed amounts coHected in fourth month .,(ler billit~g 
Percent of billed amounts collected in fifth month after billing 
Percent of billed amounts collected in sixth month after billing 
Percent of billed amounts remaining less uncolle<libles 
Monthly ongoin& transaction cxpcnsl's 
Expected FTA outstanding balance as of_I / 
O\'er- or undercollection of erincieal to be reflected in the new PTA charges 
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Table II shows the i'iA charges calculated (ot residential and eJigible small commercial 
customers. The FTA calculations are shown in Attachment 3. 

TABLE II 

Residential Custon\er PTA Charge (/kWh 
., 

Eligible Small Com~CI'dal f<TA 
Charge t/kWh 

Attached are proposed changes to Part I o(SDG&E's new Rate Schedule FTA to show 
PTA charges to be C(fecthte _1, (yearL. 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

In accordance with Decision No. 97~-()57, routine True-Up l\1echanism Advice letters 
(or quarterly FTA charge adjustments shaH be filed at least 15 days before the endo( a 
calendar quartet and these adjustments to PTA charges shall be ci(ective at the 
beginning of the next calendar quarter. No Commission resolution is required. 
Therefore, these FTA charges shall be effective _1, [yearL through December 31, 
[yearJ ___ unless they are changed by a quarterly adjustment prior to December 31, 
[yearL· 

NOTICE 

Copies of'this filing are being furnished to the parties on the attached service list 
and to parties to A. 97·05·022. In accordance with Public Utiliti~s Code §491, notice 
to the public is hereby given by filing and keeping this Advice Filing open for public 
inspection at the Company's corporate headquarters. 

Enclosures 

cc: CPUC, S}<' 6 Attn: Paul Clanon, Energy Division 
CPUC, SI<' • Attn: Elena Schmid, ORA 
CPUC, SF • Attn: Juanita Porter. Energy Division 
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Attachment 1 
SnG& E's Quarterly Servicer Certificate 
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Attachnlcnt2 
Amounts Rcceivable And Expcctcd Principal Ar.llount Amortization 

The total amount payable to the owner of thettansition property, or its assignce(s), 
pursuant to this advice Jetter is a $ __ principal amount, plus interest on such 
principal amount, plus a $_ overcollateralization arnount, plus other ongoing costs. to 
beobtained (tom FfA charges calculated in acrordance with D. 97-09-057. 

The FTA charges shall be adjusted (rom time to time, at least annually; via the PTA 
Charge True-Up Mechanism in accordance with D. 97-09-057. 

The (oHowing amounts are scheduled to be paid by the Bond Trustee from FTA 
charges it has received. These payn\cnt amounts include principal plus interest, 
oVercollateralizationl and other ongoing costs. 

Payment Date Re<eipt Amount Payment Amount Outstanding Principal 

(date 1] ($re<cipt 1) ($payment 1) ($outstanding principal 1) 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 

[date nJ ($receipt nJ ($pa}truer\\ nJ [$outstanding principal nJ 
[$OJ 


